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NEUTRON-RICH ZR ISOTOPES
Shape transition at N = 60 from spherical to prolate 
Coexistence of  deformed shape: Theoretical prediction   
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Shape evolution beyond N = 60 
Zr isotopes: prolate shape with axial symmetry 
Mo & Ru isotopes: triaxial deformation or γ soft 

Aim  
β2: τ(21+), E(22+): γ softness,

SHAPE EVOLUTION OF ZR, MO & RU ISOTOPES
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Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 except for H~4"IO6Zr. 

prolate shapes with 0.29 < /32 < 0.33. 
The heavy Kr isotopes are predicted to be oblate-deformed (/32 ~ -0 .31 ,  /36 .~ 

0.10) up to N ~ 66. For the Kr isotopes with N > 64, AEop is rather small. This 
is due to the large oblate gap with Z = 36. This result is consistent with the ETFSI 
calculations which yield an oblate-prolate shape transition at N ~ 68. The FRDM favors 
well-deformed prolate ground states with /32 ~ 0.33. The recent laser-spectroscopy 
measurements [90,91 ] show that the observed (r 2) does not drastically change at N = 60, 
indicating that there is no sudden increase of  1/321 for N ~< 60 nuclei. Since the deduced 
/32 is ~0.3 for N = 60, all these calculations are consistent with this experiment. 

The heavv Sr isotopes with 60 ~< N ~< 72 are predicted to have well-deformed prolate 
ground states in all the models discussed. The calculated quadrupole deformations /32 
range from 0.30 to 0.40. Contrary to the FRDM results, both our calculations and those 
of  the ETFSI model yield a rapid shape transition at N ~ 56. 

The heavy Zr isotopes with 60 ~< N ~ 72 are predicted to have well-deformed prolate 
ground states (0.33 ~< /32 ~ 40) in all the models discussed. At N ,.~ 74, the transition 
to oblate shapes is predicted. This transition appears much earlier, at N = 66, in the 
calculations by Chasman. The rapid shape change between N -- 56 and N = 60 is 
reproduced by our model, by Chasman, and by the ETFSI model. In the FRDM, the 
shape change is calculated to be more gradual; the nucleus 96Zr is predicted to be 
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 4 except for 1°4'1°6Mo. 

1°8Ru and 24 ° for I J°Ru, but fail in reproducing the experimental quadrupole moments. 
That is, after correcting for the effect of triaxiality using Eq. (5), theoretical quadrupole 
moments for Mo and Ru isotopes are calculated to be too large. Interestingly, axial 
calculations reproduce measured values rather well (cf. Tables l and 2), but they 
overestimate the experimental quadrupole moments for other systems predicted to have 
near-axial shapes. A possible source of this discrepancy is the shape mixing phenomenon 
which gives rise to the fragmentation of the experimental low-lying B(E2) strength. 

4. High-spin calculations 

4.1. Total Routhian surfaces: examples 

Figs. 10-12 show typical examples of total Routhian surfaces for nuclei from the 
heavy-Zr region. The nucleus l°°Sr, Fig. 10, represents a well-deformed collective rotor. 
The prolate minimum,/32 ~ 0.35, does not change significantly with angular momentum 
up to 1 ~ 36. Only at a very high rotational frequency does this minimum become 
triaxial (Y > 0°) due to alignment of several high-j quasi-particles (see Section 4.2). 
The coexisting oblate minimum (7 ~ -60° )  is also fairly stable with I. 

N = 64
Skalski et al., NPA617, 282 (1997)

Z = 40 Z = 42
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underlying intrinsic configurations are grouped into several categories, according to 
their deformations and intruder content. In most cases, the dependence of  equilibrium 
deformations on configuration and angular momentum can be simply explained in terms 
of  two factors: (i) the deformation softness of  the PES at I = 0; and (ii) the position 
of  the Fermi level, ,~, relative to an intruder high-j shell. In this context, recall that the 
routhian of  the strongest-aligned quasi-particle has a minimum as a function of  y that 
is strongly dependent on the position of ~ within the shell. Namely, if the Fermi level 
lies at the bottom of  the shell, positive values of  y are favored, for a half-filled shell 
y ~ - 3 0  ° is preferred, and for ,~ in the upper half of  the shell, the aligned high-j particle 
drives the core towards 3' < - 6 0  ° [ 111-114].  Of course, the total shape polarization 
exerted by aligned quasi-particles results from an interplay between the contributions of  
protons and neutrons. 

4.2.1. Prolate shapes with/32 ~ 0.27--0.35 
The well-deformed prolate shapes are typical of  ground-state rotational bands in Sr 

and Zr nuclei. As seen in Table 1, ground-state deformations gradually increase from 
/32 ~ 0.28 in N = 58 isotones to/32 ~ 0.33-35 in the heavier systems. For all Sr isotopes 

Z = 44
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Zr isotopes: prolate shape with axial symmetry 
Mo & Ru isotopes: triaxial deformation or γ soft 
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prolate shapes with 0.29 < /32 < 0.33. 
The heavy Kr isotopes are predicted to be oblate-deformed (/32 ~ -0 .31 ,  /36 .~ 

0.10) up to N ~ 66. For the Kr isotopes with N > 64, AEop is rather small. This 
is due to the large oblate gap with Z = 36. This result is consistent with the ETFSI 
calculations which yield an oblate-prolate shape transition at N ~ 68. The FRDM favors 
well-deformed prolate ground states with /32 ~ 0.33. The recent laser-spectroscopy 
measurements [90,91 ] show that the observed (r 2) does not drastically change at N = 60, 
indicating that there is no sudden increase of  1/321 for N ~< 60 nuclei. Since the deduced 
/32 is ~0.3 for N = 60, all these calculations are consistent with this experiment. 

The heavv Sr isotopes with 60 ~< N ~< 72 are predicted to have well-deformed prolate 
ground states in all the models discussed. The calculated quadrupole deformations /32 
range from 0.30 to 0.40. Contrary to the FRDM results, both our calculations and those 
of  the ETFSI model yield a rapid shape transition at N ~ 56. 

The heavy Zr isotopes with 60 ~< N ~ 72 are predicted to have well-deformed prolate 
ground states (0.33 ~< /32 ~ 40) in all the models discussed. At N ,.~ 74, the transition 
to oblate shapes is predicted. This transition appears much earlier, at N = 66, in the 
calculations by Chasman. The rapid shape change between N -- 56 and N = 60 is 
reproduced by our model, by Chasman, and by the ETFSI model. In the FRDM, the 
shape change is calculated to be more gradual; the nucleus 96Zr is predicted to be 
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Previous  
Long-lived isomer in even-even nucleus (620±150 ns) 
Energy > 1 MeV,  Spin > 4 

1. Tetrahedral shape isomer 
magic at Z = 40, N = 70 

2. K isomer 
2 quasiparticle states  

ISOMER SEARCH AROUND 108ZR
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T. S et al.,  
PRL 106, 202501  (2011).

¹¹0Mo

¹08Zr

Isomer was observed

No isomer was observed

¹06Zr¹04Zr

Aim  
     Level scheme of  108Zr 
     Search for isomer in even-even nuclei
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Decay spectroscopy using 
EURICA and LaBr3(Ce) at 

RIBF



SECONDARY BEAM PRODUCTION
238U86+

Be Target
BigRIPS ZeroDegree

345 MeV/u   
~13pnA

EURICA
F3 F7F5

F11

A/Q

Z 117Nb
114Zr
111Y

108Sr
106Rb

102Kr
101Br

Isomeric state: produced by  
in-flight fission reaction 
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EURICA
EUROBALL Array (γ ray detection) 

WAS3ABi (Implantation Si array)
2 Plastic Sci. (2mmt)
5 DSSDs (60x40x1 mm)
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FAST TIMING ARRAY
12 Clusters + 18 LaBr3 (Ce) 

LaBr3(Ce) from UK (Surrey & Brighton)  
1.5”x2” size 

Deformed even-even nucleus 
Lifetime of  1st 2+ state 
longest case: 3 ns around 104Zr
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Lifetime measurements of  
21+ in 104,106Zr

F. Browne, A.M. Bruce, T.S. et al., PLB 750, 448 (2015)
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Life-time measurement of  2+ states in 104,106Zr
γ-ray spectra using LaBr3 detector for 104,106Zr 

Browne et al., PLB 750, 448 (2015)ΔT = T(γ:LaBr3) - T(β:Plastic)
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Life-time measurement of  2+ states in 104,106Zr
γ-ray spectra using LaBr3 detector for 104,106Zr 

Browne et al., PLB 750, 448 (2015)ΔT = T(γ:LaBr3) - T(β:Plastic)
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Shape transition of  Zr isotopes at N = 60  
SHELL MODEL CALCULATION

Togashi, Tsunoda, Otsuka, Shimizu, PRL approved. 
arXiv:1606.09056v2 [nucl-th]
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Isomer search for even-even 
nuclei in the vicinity of   

108Zr



108ZR ISOMER
New gamma rays were observed.  

Small peaks??

Kameda&et&al.&
PRC&86,&054319(2012)�
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ISOMER SEARCH
Isomer search for even-even nucleus (up to 10μs )

112Mo 114Mo110Mo110Zr

102Sr 104Sr 106Zr 108Zr

110Mo 112Mo 114Mo

110Zr108Zr106Zr

104Sr102Sr



How about prompt-flash region
SHORT LIFE?

t (μs)

Eγ
 (k

eV
)

108Zr

52.5



PROMPT FLASH REGION
Gamma-ray spectra in prompt-flash region  

Blue: background

174 keV

2+ of  108Zr

152 keV

2+ of  106Zr

240 keV
2+ of  112Mo

110Zr
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SUMMARY
Decay spectroscopy in the neutron-rich Zr region with EURICA: 
Statistics was much improved by a factor of  more than 100. 

Lifetime of  104,106Zr was measured and shows the maximum 
deformation at N=64.  

Search for isomeric state in even-even nuclei. But no isomer was 
found.  

Future results from EURICA data 
Isomer structure of  108Zr 
β Decay spectroscopy of  even-even Zr and Mo isotopes  
Odd nuclei etc. 
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Backups



TETRAHEDRAL SHAPE IN 110ZR
Doubly magic for the 
tetrahedral shape. 

Z = 40, N = 70  

Competition among 
other shapes:  
Spherical shape, 
Prolate & Oblate 

J. Dudek et al., PRL 88, 252502 (’02).
N. Schunck et al., PRC 69, 061305(R) (‘04).



LEVELS OF TETRAHEDRAL SHAPE
Case of  110Zr S. Tagami, Y.R. Shimizu, 

J. Dudek 
PTP Supl 196 334 (2012) 
PRC 87, 054306 (2013).

Dependence of spectra on         in
double closedx-cranked (0.01MeV)



HIGH K ISOMER? 
Example

Xu et al.,  
PRC 65, 021303  (2002).

face !TRS" calculations in the three-dimensional deformation
space of #2 , $ , and #4. Both monopole and double-stretched
quadrupole pairings are included %22&. The monopole pairing
strength G is determined by the average-gap method %20&,
and quadrupole pairing strengths are obtained by restoring
the Galilean invariance broken by the seniority pairing force
%21&. To avoid the spurious phase transition encountered in
the BCS approach, we use approximate particle-number pro-
jection !Lipkin-Nogami pairing %23&". Pairing correlations
are dependent on the rotational frequency (') and deforma-
tion. In order to include such dependence in the TRS, we
have performed pairing-deformation-frequency self-
consistent TRS calculations, i.e., for any given deformation
and frequency, pairings are self-consistently calculated by
the HFB-like method %23&. At a given frequency, the defor-
mation of a state is determined by minimizing the calculated
TRS.
Figure 1 displays the calculated single-particle levels of

the Woods-Saxon potential. It can be determined that the
neutrons and protons have reinforcing effects that favor ob-
late shapes, for the nuclides that have the neutron and proton
Fermi surfaces in the upper halves of the N!50"82 and Z
!28"50 shells, approximately 70(N#82 and 40(Z#50.
We now consider the results of the shape calculations in
more detail. For the Z!40 zirconium isotopes with 66(N

(76, the TRS calculations show two coexisting minima,
prolate with #2)0.35 and oblate around #2)0.2. !Since the
shape is specified in the #2-$ plane, the #2 value is always
positive." When N*72, oblate shapes become yrast and
these oblate shapes remain stable upto very high spins (I
+40). Figure 2 !left" shows calculated TRS’s for 112Zr (N
!72). For the Z!42 molybdenum isotopes, 108Mo (N
!66) has a $-soft triaxial minimum around #2)0.3 and
!$!)20°. With increasing rotational frequency, a collective
$)"20° minimum becomes deeper, while the less-
collective $)$20° minimum disappears gradually. In
110Mo (N!68) the minimum becomes more oblate. For N
*70, the molybdenum isotopes have oblate minima around
#2)0.22, and approaching the N!82 shell closure, the ob-
late deformations become smaller. Neutron-rich Z!44 ruthe-
nium isotopes have similar deformation evolution to the mo-
lybdenum isotopes. The nuclei 110,112Ru (N!66,68) are
triaxially soft, corresponding to the observation of very low
22

$ $-vibrational states around 112Ru %16&. The generalized-
collective-model calculations also showed the soft triaxiality
%24&, and Nazarewicz et al. %25& emphasize the importance of
this region of triaxiality. Heavier ruthenium isotopes (N
*70), however, have oblate !or approximately oblate"
shapes. As we are interested in the stable oblate shapes, two
more examples, 112Mo and 114Ru, are also shown in Fig. 2.
There are similar deformations for neutron-rich palladium
isotopes. Since the palladium proton number of Z!46 is
closer to the magic number of Z!50, these isotopes are in
general softer in shape.
Compared to the A)80 and 190 regions, neutron-rich A

)110 nuclei have more stable oblate shapes. We calculate
that the oblate structure can stay yrast up to at least ,'
)1.0 MeV !corresponding to I)36, see Fig. 2". The oblate
minima become in general deeper !stiffer" with increasing
rotational frequency. This type of rotational enhancement of
oblate stability has also been calculated in the upper half of
the N!82"126, Z!50"82 shell, e.g., in neutron-rich
hafnium isotopes where Z!72 and N)110 %26,27&. How-
ever, the hafnium isotopes have prolate ground states. Nev-
ertheless, for high spins !approximately I%20) collective ob-
late states become lower in energy than the collective prolate
states. It was found that the appearance of hafnium oblate
shapes is mainly due to the rotational alignments of both the
i13/2 neutrons and the h11/2 protons. For the A)110 region,
the Fermi surface of the N)72 neutrons locates in the top
region of the neutron h11/2 subshell, where the Coriolis effect
is strong due to the oblate low-K !or intermediate-K) high-j
feature. Therefore, the oblate-favoring rotational effect
should be expected. The calculations show that one pair of
h11/2 neutrons aligns at ,')0.3 MeV(I)12). Further, due
to the corresponding location of the Z)44 !oblate" Fermi
surface, two g9/2 protons align around ,')0.5 MeV. At
,'%1.0 MeV, #2)0.45 prolate superdeformed bands are
calculated to become lower in energy, which has also been
shown in Refs. %11,28&. The high-spin superdeformed states
are induced by the -i13/2 and .h11/2 intruder orbitals.
Experimental quadrupole moments have been deduced

%29& from $-ray line-shape analysis for even-even 102"108Mo

FIG. 1. The calculated single-neutron !top" and single-proton
!bottom" levels of the Woods-Saxon potential. Axial symmetry is
assumed with #4!"!#2!/6 which gives approximately the hexade-
capole value of the ground states obtained from the TRS calcula-
tions. Positive !negative" parity is indicated by solid !dashed" lines.
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Shape evolution beyond N = 60 
Zr isotopes: prolate shape with axial symmetry 
Mo & Ru isotopes: triaxial deformation or γ soft

SHAPE EVOLUTION OF ZR, MO & RU ISOTOPES
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Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 except for H~4"IO6Zr. 

prolate shapes with 0.29 < /32 < 0.33. 
The heavy Kr isotopes are predicted to be oblate-deformed (/32 ~ -0 .31 ,  /36 .~ 

0.10) up to N ~ 66. For the Kr isotopes with N > 64, AEop is rather small. This 
is due to the large oblate gap with Z = 36. This result is consistent with the ETFSI 
calculations which yield an oblate-prolate shape transition at N ~ 68. The FRDM favors 
well-deformed prolate ground states with /32 ~ 0.33. The recent laser-spectroscopy 
measurements [90,91 ] show that the observed (r 2) does not drastically change at N = 60, 
indicating that there is no sudden increase of  1/321 for N ~< 60 nuclei. Since the deduced 
/32 is ~0.3 for N = 60, all these calculations are consistent with this experiment. 

The heavv Sr isotopes with 60 ~< N ~< 72 are predicted to have well-deformed prolate 
ground states in all the models discussed. The calculated quadrupole deformations /32 
range from 0.30 to 0.40. Contrary to the FRDM results, both our calculations and those 
of  the ETFSI model yield a rapid shape transition at N ~ 56. 

The heavy Zr isotopes with 60 ~< N ~ 72 are predicted to have well-deformed prolate 
ground states (0.33 ~< /32 ~ 40) in all the models discussed. At N ,.~ 74, the transition 
to oblate shapes is predicted. This transition appears much earlier, at N = 66, in the 
calculations by Chasman. The rapid shape change between N -- 56 and N = 60 is 
reproduced by our model, by Chasman, and by the ETFSI model. In the FRDM, the 
shape change is calculated to be more gradual; the nucleus 96Zr is predicted to be 
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 4 except for 1°4'1°6Mo. 

1°8Ru and 24 ° for I J°Ru, but fail in reproducing the experimental quadrupole moments. 
That is, after correcting for the effect of triaxiality using Eq. (5), theoretical quadrupole 
moments for Mo and Ru isotopes are calculated to be too large. Interestingly, axial 
calculations reproduce measured values rather well (cf. Tables l and 2), but they 
overestimate the experimental quadrupole moments for other systems predicted to have 
near-axial shapes. A possible source of this discrepancy is the shape mixing phenomenon 
which gives rise to the fragmentation of the experimental low-lying B(E2) strength. 

4. High-spin calculations 

4.1. Total Routhian surfaces: examples 

Figs. 10-12 show typical examples of total Routhian surfaces for nuclei from the 
heavy-Zr region. The nucleus l°°Sr, Fig. 10, represents a well-deformed collective rotor. 
The prolate minimum,/32 ~ 0.35, does not change significantly with angular momentum 
up to 1 ~ 36. Only at a very high rotational frequency does this minimum become 
triaxial (Y > 0°) due to alignment of several high-j quasi-particles (see Section 4.2). 
The coexisting oblate minimum (7 ~ -60° )  is also fairly stable with I. 

N = 64
Skalski et al., NPA617, 282 (1997)

Z = 40 Z = 42
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0.5  

underlying intrinsic configurations are grouped into several categories, according to 
their deformations and intruder content. In most cases, the dependence of  equilibrium 
deformations on configuration and angular momentum can be simply explained in terms 
of  two factors: (i) the deformation softness of  the PES at I = 0; and (ii) the position 
of  the Fermi level, ,~, relative to an intruder high-j shell. In this context, recall that the 
routhian of  the strongest-aligned quasi-particle has a minimum as a function of  y that 
is strongly dependent on the position of ~ within the shell. Namely, if the Fermi level 
lies at the bottom of  the shell, positive values of  y are favored, for a half-filled shell 
y ~ - 3 0  ° is preferred, and for ,~ in the upper half of  the shell, the aligned high-j particle 
drives the core towards 3' < - 6 0  ° [ 111-114].  Of course, the total shape polarization 
exerted by aligned quasi-particles results from an interplay between the contributions of  
protons and neutrons. 

4.2.1. Prolate shapes with/32 ~ 0.27--0.35 
The well-deformed prolate shapes are typical of  ground-state rotational bands in Sr 

and Zr nuclei. As seen in Table 1, ground-state deformations gradually increase from 
/32 ~ 0.28 in N = 58 isotones to/32 ~ 0.33-35 in the heavier systems. For all Sr isotopes 

Z = 44
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106Zr case 

607 keV: 22+       01+ 

Prediction (IBM) 
E(41+) = 455 keV  
E(22+) = 618 keV

EVOLUTION OF 2ND 2+ STATE IN ZR ISOTOPES
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